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Over December break, former LGHS faculty member Nancy Offer 
passed away after fighting cancer over the past year. In the aftermath 
of the devastating news, please take a moment to honor Offer for her 
dedication to the school and Peer-to-Peer programs on campus.

by Sasha Ryu
Media Production Editor

For weeks, the students and staff of LGHS have been anxiously 
awaiting Thursday Night Live. Every January, dozens of hopeful per-
formers audition to be a part of the school’s biggest talent show of the 
year. With 22 acts and 45 performers from the student body, as well 
as a few particularly courageous staff members, the acts ranged from 
ballet solos to a hardcore rap-trio. Seniors Mairin Culwell, Cooper 
Powell, Ryan Shaw, and Caroline Zepecki MC’ed the show. From a 
raucous Abe Lincoln impression to a hysterical re-enactment of the 
Mean Girls Jingle Bell Rock dance number with teacher Matthew Holm, 
the MCs left the audience in stitches.

Sophomore Natalie Brooks started the show with a soulful ren-
dition of Britney Spears’ Toxic. After Brooks, seniors Eesha Gadhia, 
Hannah Lin, and Michael Hench and juniors Cathy Wang, Lauren 
Lee, and Rachel Julien performed an unforgettable cover of Adele’s 
Love in the Dark. The band’s impressive performance was followed by 
the second solo act of the night, with junior Chanelle Mao singing 
Never Enough from the Greatest Showman soundtrack.

Junior Sawyer Clark had the audience on its feet with a sassy 
tap number. After Clark, seniors Tatum Jenkins and Alice Bibaud 
covered Lorde’s Supercut. The two were followed by another senior duo, 
with Kayla Ployhar and Jake Caliguiri singing Death Cab for Cutie’s 
Soul Meets Body. The heartwarming act was followed up by freshman 
Jaden Arad (J-Prime), who wowed the crowd with a performance of 
his original rap, Lonely. After, senior Erik Johnstone, a crowd favorite, 
sang an original song of his own, entitled Just Alright. His incredible 
voice paired with his haunting lyrics made for the perfect performance.

The show took a break from singing and instrumentals when 
Senior Class President Lauren Miller showed off her dance skills with 
an incredible contemporary dance number. Juniors Elizabeth Duvall 
and Gabe Barhydt then made audience members teary-eyed with a 
heartfelt performance of Green Day’s Good Riddance.  
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For twenty years, Offer worked to develop the Peer-to-Peer pro-
grams including Reality Check, UP (Unconditionally Positive), PAWS 
(Providing Awareness for Wildcat Students), and Link Crew. Within 
each group, Offer directly worked with students to allow them to voice 
their opinions, solve current issues, and create a safe and welcoming 
community for all. Not only did she pioneer each group, but she also 
continually met with students to work on anything from publishing 
Reality Check and PAWS issues to improving the Freshman Conversa-
tions and former Freshman Skills Days. 

While Reality Check sends a monthly newsletter sharing students’ 
personal stories, PAWS publishes a magazine each semester to dive 
deeper into issues on campus. UP, on the other hand, hosts the TedX 
event each year, allowing speakers with fresh perspectives to inspire 
others. Link Crew connects upper and lowerclassmen, building a con-
nection to help freshmen feel welcomed during their first year at Los 
Gatos High School. 

Current advisor of UP and Link Crew Mariana Cozella said, “Nancy 
was the one who started it all for Peer-to-Peer. She was a firm believer 
in the power teenagers have to positively influence one another, and 
wanted helpful information to work its way through the entire student 
body. She was also a dedicated friend, and always focused on others’ 
emotions and helping those around her.” 

PAWS advisor Kathleen Wehr added, “Nancy empowered students to 
be leaders for each other, and helped to foster their inner confidence 
and independence.” About Offer’s selfless commitment to the student 
body, Wehr shared that, “she’s one of the main people who taught 
me that kids have a lot to offer, and that I can learn a lot just from 
listening to what they have to say.” Beyond running the groups, Offer 
also emphasized the importance of sharing opinions and ensuring that 
everyone’s voice would be heard. 

Offer’s legacy will live on through the Peer-to Peer programs 
she established, and she will always be remembered for the positive 
changes she brought to the school and the countless lives on which 
she made an impact.LOVED BY ALL: Offer had a impactful and vital role in the LGHS community.

Los Gatos remembers Nancy Offer
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Thursday Night Live showcases talent

ROCK THE MIC: J-Prime steals the show with his hip rap lyrics and dance moves.

Next, the first freshman performer, Eva Colliou, stole the show 
with a powerful cover of One Republic’s Feeling Good. After Colliou, 
teachers Kurt Kroesche, Holm, Alex Chapman, Steve Hammack, Dan 
Ross and Don Weller of the highly anticipated Teacher Band rocked 
the house with an epic cover of Green Day’s Holiday. By the end of 
the song, Kroesche had the whole audience dancing in their seats. 

Next up were juniors Amanda Dal Cielo and Samantha Gundotra, 
who showed off their amazing singing skills by covering John Mayer’s 
Lucky. After the duo, junior Eilidh Slater put on one of the best 
acts of the night, performing a contemporary dance number called 
Runaway. Freshman Sonali Muthukrishnan then charmed the crowd 
by covering the classic Can’t Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley. 
From there, senior Jenny Nguyen and junior Jamie Buckley per-
formed Tamia’s Officially Missing You, which earned them a standing  
ovation from the audience. 

JUNIOR TALENT: Barhydt and Duvall merge their musicality on stage at TNL. 
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Later, Johnstone made another appearance performing John 
Mayer’s Slow Dancing In A Burning Room alongside senior Lucas 
Fink and junior Liam Hoole. Afterwards, seniors Devon Shreiner 
and Gabrielle Pollock performed a soulful rendition of Cyndi Lauper’s 
Girls Just Wanna Have Fun. Junior Katie McEnroe brought the crowd’s 
energy back up with a stunning hip hop number to Charlie Puth’s How 
Long. After McEnroe, the indelible senior Emma Gerson performed 
Enough, an original song, which was followed by The Orange Ties, a 
group composed of freshman bassist Ian Moore, sophomores guitarists 
Soren Wilde, David Marcelli, and drummer Lucas Fink, performing 
Chameleon by jazz icon Herbie Hancock. 

Three-man rap group GRAND TRAGEDY closed off the show with 
a bang. Sophomore Trevor Ross (AKA Eugene Stacks), senior Dylan 
Damico (AKA Al Shredder), and senior Mitchell Ross (AKA Joe Guapo) 
danced across the stage sporting pastel bathrobes and panda onesies, 
while junior Jack Murnin accompanied the act on the piano. 


